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M

NEW TECHNIQUES

First MOMA. Then VOMOMA. And Now…

Moving averages: I use ’em, you use ’em,
we all use ’em, but can they really tell you
anything about the future direction of a time
series? In this article, the third of a series,
we look at minimizing the lag even more
using the weighted move- and volume-
adjusted moving average.

by Stephan Bisse

oving averages merely give
you a view of where a time
series has been in the past.
So how can it be used as a
predictor? The only way is
by adding more information

into the calculation. But if you do this you
have to make sure it is a leading indicator
for the time series in question. In other
words, changes in the additional informa-
tion must be correlated to future changes in
the time series.

In my February 2005 article, “Visiting
MOMA,” I adjusted a simple moving aver-
age (SMA) by taking each datapoint in the
lookback period and weighting it according
to the absolute magnitude of the move that
preceded it relative to the sum of all of the
absolutes in the lookback period. I chris-
tened this new moving average MOMA.

In my March 2005 article, “Adding Vol-
ume To The Move-Adjusted Moving Aver-
age,” I further adjusted MOMA by the rela-
tive magnitude of the volume of each
datapoint in the lookback period to create a
double-adjusted moving average, which I
christened VOMOMA. The idea behind
MOMA is that a strong move in a given
direction is a harbinger of the future direc-
tion of the market, and therefore weighting
an average by the magnitude of the moves
between datapoints can produce timelier
signals than a standard SMA. The additional
step to VOMOMA is based on the logic that
large moves accompanied by heavy vol-
ume are more significant than those accom-

Weight + Volume + Move-Adjusted
Moving Average: It’s WEVOMO!
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FIGURE 1: THE LAG IN MOVING AVERAGES. Here you see a sine wave with a frequency of 20 vs. a
10-day simple moving average (SMA). Note that there is a five-day lag in the SMA.

FIGURE 2: THE WEIGHTED MOVING AVERAGE. Here you see the 10-period weighted moving average
(WMA) added to the sine wave and SMA. The lag in the WMA is half that of the SMA.
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WEVOMO

panied by light volume. Therefore, a mov-
ing average adjusted by both volume and
size of move can capture these additional
nuances.

DEALING WITH LAG
Although MOMA and VOMOMA are inter-
esting additions to the traders’ toolbox,
they suffer from lag† the same way that any
standard moving average does. In an SMA,
the lag is half of the lookback period—for
example, a 10-period SMA will have a lag of
five periods. Figure 1 shows a sine wave
with a frequency of 20 with a 10-period
SMA. Note how the 10-period SMA lags the
sine wave by five datapoints. One easy way
of dealing with lag is to weight the most
recent datapoints more heavily than the older
ones, like in a classic weighted moving aver-
age (WMA)†. For example, in a 10-period WMA, the most
recent datapoint is weighted 10 times more heavily than the
oldest one, with all the points in between getting weighted by
their order of appearance.

Figure 2 shows the same sine wave and 10-period SMA

with the addition of a 10-period WMA. Note how the lag of the
WMA is roughly half of the lag of the SMA. So to deal with lag
in VOMOMA, the final adjustment will be to create a WMA and
average it into VOMOMA to reduce its lag and thus create a
more responsive indicator to reflect all of its components. I
call this indicator WEVOMO.

FROM MOMA TO WEVOMO
First, let’s rehash the calculations required to arrive at
VOMOMA via MOMA and VOMA.

To create MOMA:

1 Sum up all of the absolute changes between the
closes in the lookback period (note that for the first
close, this is the absolute difference between it and
the previous close, which is outside the lookback
period).

2 Multiply each closing value by the absolute change
from the previous bar’s close, divided by the sum of
the absolute changes. This produces the series of
closes adjusted by the relative absolute move that
preceded it as a percentage of the total absolute
moves in the lookback period. The MOMA is the sum
of all of these move-adjusted closes.

For VOMA, repeat these steps, adjusting each datapoint
by the volume as a percentage of the sum of all the volumes
of the datapoints in the lookback period. This creates a
simple volume-adjusted moving average (VOMA). Note
that this version of a volume-adjusted moving average is
different from the VAMA that was created by Richard Arms

Jr., as mentioned previously.
The VOMOMA is simply MOMA plus VOMA divided by 2.

To create the third component, simply multiply each datapoint
in the lookback period by the order of its occurrence, starting
from the oldest to the newest, to create a standard WMA. For
example, for a 10-period WMA, multiply the first or oldest
component by 1, the second by 2, all the way to the most
recent datapoint, which is multiplied by 10. Add up all of
these products and divide the sum by 55, which is the sum of all
the multipliers or weighting factors. To arrive at WEVOMO,
simply add up MOMA, VOMA, and WMA, and divide the total by
3. (See sidebar, “WEVOMO.”)

Why weight VOMOMA? The advantages of doing this can
be seen in the following examples. Figure 3 shows a dark blue
zigzag data line and a red volume line. The volume lags the
zigzag line by half of a cycle length, which means that every
time the zigzag line peaks or troughs, volume is at its low, while
every time the zigzag line is crossing the zero line, volume
peaks. In this idealized example of a range-trading market,
where volume peters out as either extreme of the range is
reached, VOMOMA does a superior job of smoothing out the
data when compared to MOMA or SMA. Note how WEVOMO,
the light-blue line, peaks and troughs a few datapoints earlier
than VOMOMA, reflecting the responsiveness gained from
adding WMA into the mix.

Figure 4 shows the behavior of VOMOMA and WEVOMO

when both the zigzag line and the volume are in sync—that is,
they peak and trough at the same time. This idealized behavior
is based on the notion that when a range-trading market is
poised to break out, its volume will increase as it approaches
the top or bottom of its range, not decrease. Hence, both
VOMOMA and WEVOMO will have greater amplitude than in
the example from Figure 3, where the range-bound market is
expected to persist. The amplitude of VOMOMA is greater, but
so is the amplitude of WEVOMO, which again shows better
responsiveness by a few periods.

FIGURE 3: WEVOMO AND LAG. By weighting the VOMOMA, the lag is reduced even further, as can be
seen by the light blue line.
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WEVOMO
Simple moving averages (SMA) are great for showing the
past price action of a market by filtering out noise and
showing the underlying trend. However, the only way a
moving average can indicate the future market direction is
if additional, leading information is included in its calcula-
tion. The idea behind WEVOMO is that the magnitude of
moves between datapoints, and the volume of each datapoint
are both leading indicators in the future direction of a
market, and that the more recent datapoints are more
important than the older ones.

To arrive at WEVOMO, the first step is to calculate
MOMA. Adjust each datapoint in the lookback period by the
absolute move that preceded it as a percentage of the sum of
all the absolute moves in the lookback period. The formula for
the absolute sums of the changes between the datapoints for
a four-period lookback period is given in cell G7:

=ABS(E7-E6)+ABS(E6-E5)+ABS(E5-E4)+ABS(E4-E3)

Then take the absolute value of the difference between
datapoints and divide this by the sum above to get the
percentage weight of that datapoint in MOMA. To arrive at
MOMA, simply multiply each datapoint by its percentage
weight and add the products together. This calculation is
shown in cell H7:

=(E7*(ABS(E7-E6)/G7))+….. (E4*(ABS(E4-E3)/G7))

In the next column, adjust each datapoint by its volume
as a percentage of the sum of all the volumes in the
lookback period. An example is shown in cell I7:

=SUM(F4:F7)

Then take the volume of each datapoint and divide it by
the sum given to get the percentage weight of that datapoint
in VOMA. To calculate VOMA, simply multiply each datapoint
by its percentage weight and add the products together.
This calculation is shown in cell J7:

=(E7*(F7/I7))+(E6*(F6/I7))+(E5*(F5/I7))+(E4*(F4/I7))

Add MOMA to VOMA and divide by 2 to arrive at VOMOMA.
This is shown in cell K7:

=(J7+H7)/2

Calculate a weighted moving average (WMA) by taking
each datapoint and multiplying it by its order of appearance,
from the oldest to the most recent. For example, in a four-
period WMA, the first and oldest datapoint is multiplied by 1,
the second to last by 2, all the way to most recent datapoint,
which is multiplied by 4. These products are then added
together and the sum divided by the sum of the factors or
multipliers used to adjust the datapoints, in this case 10
(1+2+3+4). This is shown in cell L7:

=((E7*4)+(E6*3)+(E5*2)+(E4*1))/(4+3+2+1)

Finally, to arrive at WEVOMO, simply add together MOMA,
VOMA, and WMA and divide the sum by 3, as shown in cell M7:

=(L7+J7+H7)/3

An Excel worksheet with the formula for a 10-period and
20-period WEVOMO can be downloaded free of charge
from keyreversal.com.

—SB

SIDEBAR FIGURE 1: EXCEL SPREADSHEET TO CALCULATE WEVOMO
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FIGURE 4: VOMOMA VS. WEVOMO. Assuming that volume will increase when prices approach the top
and bottom of a trading range before a breakout, the amplitude of VOMOMA and WEVOMO will increase.
Again, the WEVOMO is more responsive than VOMOMA.

IN CLOSING
Moving averages are great for filtering out
the noise from a time series and showing its
general trend. Without additional informa-
tion with some predictive power, however,
moving averages cannot say anything about
the future direction of the time series. In
previous articles, the calculation of a SMA

was first adjusted using the absolute move
that preceded each datapoint as a percent-
age of the sum of all the absolute moves
that preceded the datapoints in the lookback
period. If the premise is correct that large
moves in a given direction are harbingers
of a new trend in the same direction, then
this move-adjusted moving average, or
MOMA, will be a superior indicator of fu-
ture market direction when compared to a
simple moving average.

Second, MOMA was further adjusted by the volume of each
datapoint to add more nuance to the indicator to create VOMOMA,
which distinguishes between large moves in a given direction
accompanied by increased volume from those where volume
decreases, appropriately weighting the former more heavily
than the latter. Finally, to deal with the lag inherent in any
moving average, VOMOMA was weighted to give more impor-
tance to recent data compared to older datapoints to improve its
responsiveness. This means that the most recent datapoints with
the largest moves on the heaviest volume shout the loudest,
while the oldest datapoints with the smallest moves on low
volume barely register. Keeping that in mind, happy trading!

Stephan Bisse is a principal of Multiverse Capital and
Keyreversal.com, a website dedicated to novel technical
indicators and systems. He has an MBA from the University
of Oxford. For seven years, he was an executive director of
Goldman, Sachs & Co. in London in the financial futures and

options division where among other things he was respon-
sible for the daily technical analysis of the European fixed
income futures markets.
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S&C†See Traders’ Glossary for definition
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